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The scope and approach of the survey
Ernst & Young commissioned a Global Consumer Insurance Survey. The research
includes the behaviors and expectations of 5,000 consumers across the Americas
region—Brazil, Canada, Mexico and the US—as part of a global survey of 24,000
insurance policyholders.
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The scope and approach of the survey

Americas’ consumers surveyed and the products they purchased
Property & Casualty

Life

Country

Number of Consumers

Country

Number of Consumers

Brazil

504

Brazil

502

Canada

504

Canada

502

Mexico

504

Mexico

502

USA

1,003

USA

1,002

TOTAL

2,515

TOTAL

2,508

Product

Number of Consumers

Product

Number of Consumers

Accident Insurance

365

Life insurance

895

Health Insurance

484

Pension

473

Home building /
contents insurance

693

291

Private motor insurance

529

Retirement income
product

Any other

444

Investment product

469

TOTAL

2,515

TOTAL

2,128
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The scope and approach of the survey
Distribution channels - Americas
Americas’ consumers bought products through various distribution channels:
Property & Casualty

Life

Channel

Number of Consumers

Channel

Number of Consumers

Insurance company

1,084

Insurance company

270

Bank

614

Bank

491

Agent / Intermediary

1,124

Workplace

891

Third party online site

188

Nonfinancial / asset
provider

Agent / Intermediary

533

358

Any other

323
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The scope and approach of the survey
The customers surveyed
The surveyed covered customers of all ages and both genders.
Life
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Property & Casualty

II. Myths versus facts—what we learned
Exploring the myths of the Life industry

Myth 1: Consumer confidence in the insurance industry is low.
Myth 2: Life insurance is sold, not bought.
Myth 3: Personal interaction is essential.
Myth 4: It’s hard to cross sell to existing customers.
Myth 5: Providers can’t materially influence persistency.
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Life Myth 1: Consumer confidence in the
insurance industry is low
Myth: The financial crisis has created mistrust of financial services and a perception that
all financial services companies are untrustworthy.

What we found in reality
►

►

Americas customers are satisfied with the industry

85% of customers are confident that
they have the right products to meet their
needs.
Consumers surveyed in the Americas had
a 7.5 customer satisfaction score, the
highest rating of all regions.

►

76% and 78% respectively of
Americas’ consumers tend to agree,
strongly agree or are neutral in believing
that insurers lag behind other industries in
quality of service and in rewarding loyal
customers.

Fact: The insurance industry emerged much more positively than other financial
services sectors, but it still has room to improve.
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Life Myth 2: Life insurance is sold, not bought
Myth: Due to a lack of customer knowledge and confidence, life insurance products are
“sold” to consumers: the purchasing decision is not customer-driven.

What we found in reality

Most important sources of information when choosing a
life or investment product

Consumers in the US are the most active
researchers in the region at 31%. In

►

Mexico this falls to 22%.
Customers know what they are looking for
from a provider, but need help deciding.
►
They are looking for factual information to
confirm they are selecting the right
products to meet their needs.
►
Product complexity deters customers.
1 of customers do a fair amount
3 or a great deal of proactive research
►

2
3

expect to do more independent research
in the future

Fact: Although this perception is still valid, it is slowly starting to change.
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Life Myth 2: Life insurance is sold, not bought
The implications for insurers:
►

The challenge for insurers is to communicate their propositions so that objective sources
represent them fairly, allowing the consumer to make well-informed choices.

►

Insurers need to prioritize social media strategies in developing markets like Brazil, where the
individual life and annuity market is growing rapidly.

►

Harness technology to learn about consumers and tailor products to meet their needs.

Information sources consumers expect to use for future research
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Life Myth 3: Personal interaction is essential
Myth: Personal interaction is essential to educate customers about their
financial needs and explain which products to buy.

What we found in reality
►

►

Importance of personal interaction to Americas’ customers

When purchasing a policy, 82% of
respondents prefer personal interaction.
The two most common reasons cited for
seeking assistance are:
►

Important
Unimportant

52% when making important
financial decisions

►

►

41% when seeking advice on

what products best meet their needs
In Mexico, the trend is more marked with

91% of customers saying that personal
interaction is very important.

Fact: Our research indicates that personal interaction is still key, but some
customers are becoming more self-directed.
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Life Myth 3: Personal interaction is essential
Personal interaction must be an integral part of a multi-faceted communication strategy – one of
many ways to interact with customers.
Reasons why personal interaction matters to Americas consumers

Reasons why Americas customers don’t want personal interaction
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Life Myth 4: It’s hard to cross sell to existing
customers
Myth: Customers are reluctant to buy more products from the same provider.
What we found in reality
►

►

►
►

48% and 44% of respondents

16%

of those surveyed had bought more than one
product from the same product provider.

respectively stated “I trust the provider”
and “It is easier to buy from a provider I
already know” as their reasons for buying
additional products from the same
provider.
Customers are willing to buy more, but
expect insurers to make it easy; the
opportunity should be mentioned at the
time of original purchase and via the
channel of their choosing.
Product descriptions need to be simple so
that it is easy for customers to understand.
Customers expect to be given incentives.

Fact: While cross-selling levels are indeed low, customers are willing and, in
fact, look to buy more products from the same provider.
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Life Myth 4: It’s hard to cross-sell to existing
customers

Factors driving repeat purchasing in the Americas

There are multiple
reasons customers
will take advantage
of cross-selling
opportunities.
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Life Myth 5: Providers can’t materially influence
persistency
Myth: Providers have little ability to make a material difference to persistency.
Top five reasons consumers switch providers in the Americas

What we found in reality
►

With the exception of Brazil, customers’
perception is that providers make little
effort to retain them.

►

Only 12% of US insurers make a great or
fair effort to retain their customers.

►

24% of Americas’ customers leave
because their needs have changed.

►

35% of Americas’ respondents say they
would have reconsidered switching if their
provider had made them a better offer on
their existing product.

Fact: Insurers can improve customer retention by better meeting customers’
changing needs.
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Life Myth 5: Providers can’t materially influence
persistency

Insurers making a great or fair amount of effort to retain
customers
With the exception of Brazilian
insurers who have implemented
processes to contact the customer
upon termination of employment
to ensure retention, other
Americas countries need to
improve their retention incentives
and strategies.
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Summary of key messages
Key messages for the Americas Life sector
► Confidence

is strong in the industry—but service needs focus

►

Cross-sell/up-sell opportunities—there is a desire to be loyal and buy more

►

Loyalty and rewards innovation

►

Big data and predictive modeling implementation and improvements imperative

► Clarity

around products (all touch points) is strongly desired

►

Simple, clear and consistent channels of access to optimize customer experience

►

Importance and effect of financial stability, trustworthiness and brand

► “All

channel” strategies will be used by consumers

►

Must address desire to do more self research, utilize trusted third parties, as well as have
superior company / agent capabilities—bar for excellence continues to rise

►

CRM must address all contact points—blend of personal contact with other methods is key

Listen to the voice of the customer
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C-LEVEL OBSERVATIONS
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II. Myths versus facts—what we learned
Exploring the myths of the Property & Casualty industry

Myth 1: The future is online.
Myth 2: It’s only about price.
Myth 3: Good claims experience builds loyalty.
Myth 4: Customers don’t respond to cross selling.
Myth 5: Insurers can’t influence customer retention.
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P&C Myth 1: The future is online
Myth: the use of internet resources is growing rapidly and in the future online will be the
dominant channel — not only for research, but also for transactions.

What we found in reality
►

►

Customers who want to make more use of online websites

23% of respondents across

the
Americas are using a range of online
channels, including independent blogs
and providers’ own websites to research
purchases.

7% of Americas’ customers have bought

Customers requiring all personal interaction

through an internet site.
►

31% of Americas’ customers expect to
make more use of comparison websites in
the future.

Fact: While online is an important part of the future, it is just one component of
an integrated channel management capability that is critical to growth.
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P&C Myth 1: The future is online

Customers requiring all personal interaction

Development of online and
offline channels is required to
address all customer needs.
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P&C Myth 2: It’s only about price
Myth: Property and casualty products are often commoditized and price, therefore, is the
only criterion on which they are purchased.
Key factors affecting choice of insurer

What we found in reality
►

►

58% of respondents cited price as the
key driver in purchasing decisions.
After price a well-known or trustworthy
brand is a key driver in purchasing
decisions.

►

43% of consumers aged 18-34 are

►

willing to pay a premium for a financially
stable brand.
Emphasis on brand is irrespective of age.

Fact: Other value factors, such as brand, financial stability and product features, are
surprisingly critical.
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P&C Myth 2: It’s only about price

Customers of all ages
believed a strong or
financially stable brand was
important when purchasing
a product.
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P&C Myth 3: A good claims experience will drive
loyalty and help build brand value
Myth: If providers offer a good claims experience, customers will be delighted and this will
drive loyalty and help build brand value.

What we found in reality
►

►

►

►
►

Claims satisfaction varies across the Americas

66% of customers overall were satisfied
with their claims experience.
There is a substantial opportunity to
improve claims service in Brazil.

78% of consumers in the US who felt
they received poor claims service said
they were more likely to switch providers.
Older customers tend to value personal
contact during the claims process.
Younger consumers are more concerned
with speed of settlement.

Fact: A good claims experience is expected and a bad experience diminishes brand
value. A good experience doesn’t prevent consumers from continuing to look at other
providers.
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P&C Myth 3: A good claims experience will drive
loyalty and help build brand value

Measures insurers can take to improve the Americas’ claims experience

There are numerous ways
that an insurance provider
can improve their claims
experience with customers.
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P&C Myth 4: Customers don’t respond to cross
selling
Myth: Customers don’t enjoy or entertain the sales process and resent insurers trying to
sell them additional products.

What we found in reality
►

Key reasons for buying multiple products from the same provider

52% of respondents expressed a
preference to buy different products from a
single supplier, as long as it can be done
in a way which is convenient for them and
delivers better value.

►

►

62% of respondents in Mexico
expressed a preference to buy different
products from a single supplier.
Convenience (simplicity) and value (price)
are the most often cited drivers for repeat
purchasing, with service also featuring in
the responses from Brazil and Mexico.

Fact: If insurers understand customers’ needs and offer the right propositions, they can
cross-sell, up sell and repeat sell effectively.
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P&C Myth 5: Insurers can’t influence customer
retention
Myth: Providers feel they have little ability to retain customers – it’s just not something
they can control.

What we found in reality
►

Americas consumers are relatively unlikely to switch providers
in the next five years

65% of Americas’ consumers do not
wish to switch product providers. (Brazil
deviates moderately from this picture,
where consumers are less loyal.)

►

75% of

►

62% of consumers indicated that they

consumers who switched
providers felt that their insurers made
little or no effort to retain them.
would have been more likely to renew
had they been contacted by their
insurer or agent prior to renewal.

Fact: Insurers can influence retention by showing their customers that they
value their loyalty.
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P&C Myth 5: Insurers can’t influence customer
retention
Retention effort compared with renewal potential across regions

More likely to renew if contacted

Little to no effort by current
provider
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Summary of key messages
Key messages for Americas Property & Casualty sector
► An

effective “all channel” strategy is essential
►

Integrated and non-redundant across all channels

►

Tailored CRM driven by customer desirability and information on life stage changes

►

Personalized service is essential.

► Superior
► Data

claims experience is required—but is not a differentiator on its own

/ analytics / modeling are increasingly critical components

►

Necessary for developing cross-selling strategies, retaining customers and improving profit

►

Utilization of data and insights to better anticipate needs and reduce effort to purchase products

► Brand

really does matter if price is already competitive

► Loyalty

needs to be rewarded and incentivized

Listen to the voice of the customer
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C-LEVEL OBSERVATIONS
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Closing: becoming more customer centric is
key.
Customer
Insights*
Consumers needs / demands around servicing
are increasing dramatically

While price is always critical, but brand and
financial stability are vital

Insight into
action strategies
• Develop customer experience enhancements
across the entire customer lifecycle

• Simplify product structure and tailor products
around customer desires

Consumers demand both online and personal
interaction on their terms

• Create multi-channel approach around what,
how and when customer interactions

Consumers expect personalized service around
“key events” and products tailored to their
needs

• identify key events, proactively reach out to
clients and personalized selling

• Design customer experience so customers feel
rewarded

Note*: Derived from E&Y Global Consumer Insurance Survey
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Delivery
Capabilities

Sales force
effectiveness

• Identify key differentiators (remaining price
competitive)

Products are too complex and lack transparency

Consumers want to remain loyal and, in fact,
buy more product from same product provider

Channel
Interaction

Customer
experience

Customer
interactions
enablement
Customer
data
management

Underwriting
effectiveness
Customer
insights and
actions

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?
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